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THE AMS OF UBC VANCOUVER

Agenda of the AMS Operations Committee
May 31st, 2017

Attendance
Present: Pooja Bhatti (VP Administration), Caroline Hannah (member at large), Bradley
Balaton(Councillor), Julian Villafuerte Diaz(Councillor)

Regrets: Scott Pidzarko (Member at Large), Jeanie Malone (Councillor)
Recording Secretary:

Call to Order
The meeting was called to order at 4:06 pm

Agenda Items
1. Introduction
a. Members
b. Committee
c. Expectations for the Summer
2. Approval of the Agenda
MOVED BY Brad SECONDED BY Julian
“BE IT RESOLVED THAT the Agenda be adopted as presented”
[Motion passes]

3. Election of a Vice Chair
a. Responsibilities
“BE IT RESOLVED THAT Julian Villafuerte Diaz be elected as Vice-Chair for a period beginning
immediately and ending at the first AMS Council meeting in September.”
[Motion passes]

4. Priorities for the Summer
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a. AMS Clubs Policy
i. Departmental vs. AMS vs. Charity
●
●
●

Student initiative
Other thing to consider - sustainability clubs (clubs that are centered towards
AMS’ specific goals)
Focus on clubs, ubc sustainability, carbon neutral - aspect to approach it from →
give back to ubc, back to the AMS

b. Nest Bookings Policy
i. Point System
●
●

ii.

Replace with a strike system
Easier to manage

Booking Approvals
●

Recommendation from SASC- initiating a sort of ‘pre screen’ for bookings (i.e.:
booking depends on what is being organized, content, etc)

c. Elections
i. Oversight
d. Lockers and Offices
●

Policy in the operations handbook (instead of just the Clubs Handbook)

e. From Governance Committee
i. From the Ad-Hoc committee on constituencies:
RECOMMENDATION 4:
That Council direct the Governance Committee to review and update the Constituency Media
Protocol Policy.
●

ii.

Something that can just be covered in Clubs Orientation

From the Elections Admin:

RECOMMENDATION 11:
Council direct Governance Committee to review the oversight of Constituency and Club elections
by the AMS.”
●

will be taken care of by Clubhouse

Next Meeting
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Week before the next council meeting - Wednesday 4PM
Adjourn
1. Moved brad

, Seconded

There being no further business the meeting was adjourned at

caroline

4:48

pm
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THE AMS OF UBC VANCOUVER

Agenda of the AMS Operations Committee
June 21st, 2017

Attendance
Present: Pooja (Chair), Chris Hakim, Caroline, Brad
Regrets: Scott, Jeanie
Recording Secretary: Julian
The meeting was called to order at 4:05

pm

Approval of the Agenda
1. MOVED

Chris

 , SECONDED

:

Caroline

BE IT RESOLVED THAT the agenda be adopted as presented.
[motion passes]

Approval of the Minutes
2. MOVED

Chris

 , SECONDED

Brad

:

BE IT RESOLVED THAT Operations Committee approve the meeting minutes dated May 31st, 2017.
[motion passes]

Agenda Items
●

Common Energy Booking

Member from Common Energy Pooja via Facebook message. They want to book the Great Hall in the
Nest for free for a clothing swap event. Common Energy is not an AMS-affiliated Student Organisation
and they are asking for a free booking without a collaboration with AMS Sustainability.
Chris: are there precedents for them booking the Nest for free? Have these happened with the Nest?
Pooja: They have worked closely with Chris and Ava in the past but there is no record for what they have
done. People in Common Energy have worked in the AMS before, collaborating with AMS Sustainability,
but this alone is not a sufficient reason to grant them a free booking.
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Caroline: What is the event? We could justify that if the event provides sufficient benefit to the AMS
or provide conditions that they become an AMS club or so on.
Pooja: If they want to have a free booking in the Nest, this project should be collaboration with AMS.
Not comfortable with us giving a free booking without reason. We “benefit” students is not enough of a
justification because this creates a precedent for other free-bookings of the Nest by non-AMS affiliated
organisations. Common Energy should seek a collaboration with AMS, or make their case formally to
Operations Committee
Chris: Still wants to learn what the precedents are. If the previous execs have provided free bookings to
Common Energy in the past, we should know what the reasons for these are. We can’t just give an
organisation without an affiliation with the AMS a free booking.
Pooja: Several groups try to appeal to the idea that because they have worked with last year’s team that
we should grant them favours as well.
Caroline: Why do they need the ballroom for a clothing swap? Is there a good enough justification for
this?
Pooja: The consensus in this discussion is to refuse the Common Energy Booking of the Great Hall for
free  BUT, Common Energy is welcome to make their case directly to Operations Committee, OR they
can try to arrange with AMS Sustainability to collaborate to change the conditions on which this free
booking request is being made. If AMS Sustainability staff agree that this is a collaborative project, then
the booking of the Great Hall can be reconsidered.
Caroline: Since this is a liability, it doesn’t make sense without them being affiliated immediately.
Chris: Does this come to council?
Pooja: As long as council approves these minutes, these decisions are final. Common Energy has the
right to go to council but Council can say no to them directly.
Caroline: The relationship with Common Energy is important because they have an enormous student
outreach for sustainability developments.
●

SAC Handbook
○ Move to Operations Committee Handbook
■ No Meeting minutes show that the current operations manual was approved
■ SAC policies have not been moved to the current Operations Policy Handbook
■ Last year there were problems with justifying relations with clubs
2
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These old policies need to be moved to current policy
Sheldon suggested a terms of reference, Alan suggested a handbook

Pooja: recommends moving the old SAC policies into the Handbook as our singular document.
Whether or not the Operations Committee handbook is an official document is unknown.
It’s important to get this going before we start constituting and de-constituting clubs. We will simply
edit the google document progressively until after some meetings, we have a fully revised and
updated Operations Committee Handbook resulting from edits of the old SAC Policy Handbook.
Brad: Will we send some of this to working groups?
Pooja: Yes
Notes on editing the SAC Policy Handbook:
General
- Ctrl F and replace for SAC and Operations Committee
SAC Policy Section
- All in A. General still stand, but perhaps items like #6 and others with numbers and references to
bylaws should be edited to bring this to date. Pooja will verify these items by next meeting.
- Chris: Bylaw 7, which is referenced in A.General (and perhaps other parts of the SAC handbook),
was about SAC and was therefore repealed since. What will we reference in the new Operations
Committee?
- Section B: Change things from SAC to Operations, rest stands.
- C. Duties
- “1. Overseeing internal AMS groups is more part of the working groups.”
Pooja: do we want to specify here what the working groups do?
Brad: Agrees:
- Chris: raises that code takes precedence before the duties - there are also duties
in code and mentions of what working groups do.
- Pooja: technically, OpsCom does the same thing as SAC. For simplicity’s stake,
we could leave most of things items considering that working groups are part of
OpCom. In another section, we can outline the duties and functions of working
groups. There is nothing in code about departmental clubs. Are they defined as
internal clubs? This is not known. But we could define this.
- Caroline: departmental clubs are paid/cared for by the AMS. If these are internal
clubs, then fine arts students are paying for departmental clubs in Engineering.
How do we justify this?
- Pooja: The definition of an “internal AMS group” is not defined.
- Caroline: Currently, not all departmental clubs are running to the same
standards of the AMS. We should be careful about including these as “internal
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AMS groups” because these could run some serious liabilities.
SUB Operations Section
A. Prohibited Activities
○ looks fine.
○ Pooja: Nothing about the Old SUB in here should be included until it’s constructed. For
the policies referencing the SUB we can generally substitute with “Nest.”
B. Office Painting and redecorating
○ Pooja: needs to be modified to prevent the modification of windows, for security
reasons.
C. Displays
○ Caroline: All displays should be approved and subjected to the guidelines that state that
these do not create division, emotional harm, other things to consider.
○ Brad: How do we define “Displays?”
○ Chris: what if this was interpreted to include things like posters? There should be
guidelines for when these submissions come to Operations Committee
○ Brad: Important to consider the complications with SAC having organisational issues
addressing “displays”
○ Chris: We are the ones to interpret the handbook, in any case.
Procedure for reviewing this for now will be to contribute comments/edits in the google doc that will be
discussed at the subsequent meeting.
We will go until the end of AMS Constituencies Policy of the SAC policy handbook for revisions and
updating until next meeting, then reconvene to discuss the edits and suggested edits. Pooja can also
get input from her staff for insight and help on developing new Operations Committee Handbook.
●

Meetings
○ More consistent until policies are added and adjusted?
We will decide on this at next meeting.

Next Meeting
The next scheduled meeting is (date & Location) July 12, 4pm, in NEST 3511.

Adjourn
1. Moved

Chris

, Seconded

Pooja

There being no further business the meeting was adjourned at

5:04

pm
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Agenda of the AMS Operations Committee
July 12th, 2017
Attendance
Present: Pooja (chair), Brad, Scott (virtual attendance), Julian
Regrets: Jeanie, Chris, Caroline
Recording Secretary: Julian
Call to Order
The meeting was called to order at

4:06

pm

Approval of the minutes
MOVED BY, Brad SECONDED BY Julian
“BE IT RESOLVED THAT the June 21st, 2017 meeting minutes be approved as presented”
[motion passes]
Agenda Items
1. Kite Vancouver Booking
Josh, presenter:
-

Is president of Kite Vancouver, a student-run non-profit
Projects include indigenous education, homelessness, youth mobilisation and civic
engagement, and a communications portfolio which includes a conference
Topic of today is the conference

Three goals of conference:
1) Putting Social issues at centre of student experience. Hope is for greater work to be done by
students here at UBC. There are great organisations here at the University doing great work,
but there are a lot selling donuts.
2) We want to encourage students to join organisations and if there isn’t an organisation there
working on the issue, to encourage students to create their own.
3) To get students to understand the importance of interdisciplinary work, and to have
students see how these apply to social issues.

-

The whole idea of the conference is to have students engaged, not simply being lectured at.
KITE values learning, understanding, and appreciation deriving from doing and not just
listening.

-

-

Industry professionals are coming in, student moderator is running it.
Sign up sheet in the end to engage students in convening together to engage in social issues,
there is follow up.
A showcasing of groups that are primarily on campus, and an opportunity for organisations
to engage with the students. What these activities are is up to the organisations to decide.
The final component of the conference is the design challenge, which is a culmination of
what students learn throughout the day. Workshops in various spaces on campus are what
precede the design challenge.
The final challenge is dealing with the fentanyl crisis in Vancouver. Identify problems, ideate
solutions, and pitch a final solution.
The unique elements of this conference is an exclusive focus on social issues, and the second
element is the fostering skill-building element.
It benefits students through the opportunities to engage with organisations, with industry
professionals, and thought leaders from on and off campus.
Josh is here asking us today is two spaces in the Nest. A lunch in the lower Atrium, and a
Design Challenge in the Great Hall.
The AMS would get title sponsorship in exchange for donated rooms.

Brad: What exactly are you asking for?
Josh: Mainly the venue, also promotion.
Brad: So if you are collaborating with clubs and constituencies, can they not book the Nest directly?
Pooja: No.
Josh: This conference will be primarily/almost entirely run by Kite. Collaboration is with these other
groups in terms of the workshops. They will build the workshops, and send to Kite.
Scott: What do you mean by constituencies? Undergraduate societies?
Josh: Yes. Several of them have supported.
Scott: Why aren’t you an AMS club?
Josh: We made the decision last year to remain autonomous and also because we have our own
global network already.
Brad: Is it a free conference for students?
Josh: No, 15-20 dollars per student.
Pooja: Have you started registration?
Josh: Starts at 17th of August, conference is 17th of September
Pooja: Biggest concern is that the rooms requested are the biggest areas, and these are areas that
are never given out for free, especially because they are most requested. While the AMS is here for
the students, we are also, to an extent, a business, and commercial bookings are a big part of that.
Josh: We are only looking for half of the Great Hall, not the whole thing. We are a small non-profit

made up of entirely UBC students, and it would be difficult for us to put out 2500 dollars for booking.
Pooja: Where have you booked already? Where else are you planning to hold workshops?
Josh: Our opening and closing periods are slated for Neville Scarfe, classrooms in Sauder and
Buchanan are the goals for discussions. Nothing has been submitted for booking requests. The 27th
of July is when the schedule for the fall and winter semester is released, so booking for those
classrooms would be then. The AUS has already said that they would be more than happy to give
Buchanan, the CUS is giving Sauder, the SUS has been unable to book Chemistry but KITE will try to
book through the classroom booking process.
Pooja: What about Brock Hall, or Chan Centre?
Josh: Not yet, we wanted to keep things as close as possible… we are aiming to put things in a
smaller area, so we only have a 10-15 minute window for students to get from one place to the next.
Pooja: What is your capacity?
Josh: 280 delegates.
Julian: What about grant funding?
Josh: We have 3 grants pending, none of them are confirmed, but hopeful that at least AMS
Sustainability will work. The other one is the CUS conference fund. Also VanCity community
program. Some private donations. Some money from constituencies.
Pooja: Which constituencies provide monetary funds?
Josh: AUS and LFS|US. SUS has said no, EUS has said no. CUS reviewing request.
Pooja: How much would the whole conference cost, and how much would you make?
Josh: Right now we have, between constituency commitments and donations, 2000 dollars. We have
3 budgets. Our base is 5000, and our ideal is 15 000.
Pooja: Where will the money go?
Josh: All the rest of the money would go to next year’s conference.
Pooja: Currently, the spaces you are requesting, how much are those? Not including Nest spaces.
Josh: Neville alone is 385 dollars, but we are hoping to get that covered, because through the
booking system, they have a judiciary panel to decide if fees are needed. For other classrooms, a
little over 2000.
Julian: Jack Poole Hall in the Alumni Centre?
Josh: We are a E at UBC venture, but we are not free to reserve Jack Poole Hall, basically too
expensive.
[Josh leaves]

Brad: They should have to become an AMS club to get a booking
Pooja: The AMS is its own non-profit, and there are certain AMS approved external organisations
because they give something back to the AMS. While it is an experience for students… what are they
providing to the AMS? We rarely let the big rooms go for free, and if a commercial booking were to
happen.
Brad: Plus, in the school year, clubs have priority.
Scott: Especially, September is super busy, and this would cause a lot of conflict with AMS clubs.
Pooja: This is right before Clubs Days on September 19. Perhaps if this were a summertime thing,
then it would be okay.
Scott: Other thing is that they are charging prices.
Pooja: A lot of the plans are up in the air, they should have a plan before they ask for booking. I am
very concerned about constituencies that gave them money.
Julian: They are essentially asking for a partnership or a grant.
Pooja: For AMS-approved external organisations to receive title sponsorship, they need to go to
council. Response to Josh and KITE is to decline request from OpsComm.
2. Operations Committee Policy Editing - continuation
a. Policy on booking requests from Non AMS Approved External Organizations
i.
Are subject to the same policies as commercial clients
ii.
Non AMS Approved External bookings may be exempt from the charge at
the discretion of the VP Administration, which will consider:
1. Educational, social, and professional benefit to AMS Members
2. Other venues at which the event could be held
3. The organizer’s attempt at sources of funding
4. Other circumstances Determined, by the VP Administration
iii.
Non AMS Approved External Organizations may direct themselves to AMS
Council to seek approval, in which they will be subject to the booking
procedures for AMS Approved External Organizations
[this above piece of policy will go into the handbook following deliberation on wording]
Pooja: KITE coming to us in addition to Common Energy last time, and us providing a similar answer
each time merits a policy.
Scott: Could be more clear that no is the default answer. Perhaps using the word “Exception” to
underscore deviation from normal procedure. Scott makes edits to 2.a.ii. above.
3. Meeting frequency
Currently we meet every 3 weeks, but should we meet more frequently?
Committee agrees to meet at least every two weeks, recognising that some days we would right
before AMS meeting. What we will do at the end of each meeting for now is to agree to meet the

follow Wednesday, or the one after.
Next Meeting
The next scheduled meeting is July 26th at 4:00pm in NEST 3511.
Adjourn:
1. Moved

Pooja

, Seconded

There being no further business the meeting was adjourned at

Julian
5:03 pm
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Minutes of the AMS Operations Committee
July 26th, 2017
Attendance
Present: Pooja (chair), Julian, Caroline, Brad, Jeanie (by phone)
Regrets: Scott, Chris
Recording Secretary: Julian
Call to Order
The meeting was called to order at

4:07

 pm

Approval of the minutes
MOVED BY, SECONDED BY Brad , Julian
“BE IT RESOLVED THAT the July 12th, 2017 meeting minutes be approved as presented”
[motion passes]
Agenda Items
Plan today is to deal with policy that logically goes into Ops Committee internal policy.
Last two meetings over the summer will be cleaning up the policy handbook, we need to integrate
these policies below.
1. Bookings Policy - edit
Pooja: Concerning booking requests for the Nest by non-AMS external organisations, President says
that technically, decisions on bookings should be made by multiple people. Not OK to only have VP
Admin to make executive decision. Now the booking policy for non-AMS external organisations is:
RULES FOR BOOKING REQUESTS FROM NON AMS APPROVED EXTERNAL BOOKINGS

1. All bookings are subject to the same policies as commercial clients
2. Non AMS Approved External bookings may be exempt from the charge at the discretion of the
VP Administration and the Vice Chair of Operations Committee, which will consider:
a. Educational, social, and professional benefit to AMS Members
b. Other venues at which the event could be held
c. The Organizer’s attempt at sources of funding
d. other circumstances determined, by the VP Administration
3. The VP Administration and Vice Chair must report their decision to Operations Committee to
go into the minutes for approval
4. Non AMS Approved External Organizations may direct themselves to AMS Council to seek
approval, in which they will be subject to the booking procedures for AMS Approved External
Organizations

Jeanie: proposes a form for non-AMS external organisations to fill to
Brad: but then we normalise this kind of behaviour.
Jeanie: form does not need to be publicly available. Can reply by email. Also good documentation
process for these kinds of decisions.
[everyone agrees with above policy]
2. Constituency and Club Elections
Brad: submit elections results to C+S through Campus Vibe. Important to submit to indicate in policy
that this is going to an AMS body through online clubs interface.
Jeanie: Is it useful to have “AMS Campus Vibe” in writing because we change our club interface
regularly.
Brad: We can use a general term like “online clubs interface” in the code to avoid this problem.
Jeanie: What about constituencies, is this relevant to them?
Pooja: No, at the moment we don’t have anything for constituencies in here. Whether or not policy
on constituency elections should be in this handbook is debatable.
Jeanie: Some of the points in the policies can be applied to constituencies. However, things like the
rules on timing on the election seem irrelevant to constituencies. Some constituencies like Forestry
and CUS have their elections at different times, and orientations on different cycles. For
constituencies, perhaps a policy at the bottom? Big question is who do they go to for oversight? In
the past this has been the AMS Elections Administrator. Maybe we should clarify with Max Holmes
about what makes most sense from the EA perspective. Who should enforce these policies about
constituency elections?
Pooja: Constituency EAs are not a reliable way to deal with election debacles. Hesitant to put
anything on constituency elections in OpsCom. The placement of this policy seems like something
governance committee should be working on.
Jeanie: SAC was not the body that oversaw constituencies. That body is council. Perhaps makes
sense to clock more hours under the AMS EA. Would be good to have someone from the AMS train
all the EAs in the constituencies and be charged with this role of oversight.
Pooja: Many problems would be solved if in the past constituencies talked to the past EA.
Jeanie: past EA did meet with constituencies to provide support. Perhaps formalising this process?
Pooja: It should be governance committee that solve these issues.
Jeanie: What about sending constituencies elections to President’s Council? Another person who
should be involved in the process of formalizing constituency election oversight is the previous EA,
Max Holmes,, because he recently dealt with this. He also wrote a report that indicated several
issues with constituency elections that should be addressed. Perhaps put another EA to deal with
constituency election. What needs to be in writing: who constituencies need to report to, whether
or not to use SimplyVoting (not even worth saying paper ballots?), and indicate the roles and
components in an election process like the EA, timeline, etc.

Pooja: Can talk to Max about this, but this is about oversight on constituency elections, so this
should go to President’s Council.
Jeanie: Constituency manual is another place to include this policy.
MOTION
MOVED BY Jeanie, SECONDED BY Brad
“BE IT RESOLVED THAT Recommendation 11 (sent from Governance Committee, from the ad hoc
committee on constituencies report) be sent to presidents council for review after consultation with
past EAs”
[motion passes]
Jeanie: what about program clubs and how they run elections? This might be another thing under
constituency elections.
Pooja: Will let Alan know about the progress in this matter.
3. Constituency Media Protocol Policy
Pooja: for media training, should we be involving UBC?
Jeanie: UBC Public Affairs office offers free media training, they are happy to provide students with
this, so this might be a resource we can use. Hour-long training, with practice.. Good quality.
Caroline: Even Residence Advisors get media training. Provided at advisor orientation, by senior RAs.
Pooja: Whoever is in charge of OpsCom will interpret how this training would be provided. Perhaps
including suggestions in terms of who/which groups to engage.
Jeanie: AUS debacle is a specific incident. For these kinds of things, a responsible AMS executive
should react quickly to media requests.
Caroline: What about a media ban?
Pooja: I’ve included a consultation with AMS Communications Manager before releasing a public
statement.
Jeanie: But then, what about statements for advertising events? Would this policy apply for those
kinds of things?
Pooja/Caroline: modify to specify for situations when an event is potentially damaging to AMS
reputation.
Julian: what about specifying that this procedure only applies when a constituency is approached by
the media. Being approached by media could be an encompassing situation.
Jeanie: What about when Ubyssey asks for bios from people, then in this case constituencies would

not be able to talk to. Perhaps we can apply UBC Staff policy?
Caroline: Suggests wording: “When approached by the media on matters relating to sensitive topics
that can be perceived as having a negative impact on the reputation of the AMS and its
constituencies.”
Pooja: Will edit policy in current handbook to reflect this suggested wording.
Caroline: important to include the word “must” consult.
Regarding the fourth clause of the policy:
Caroline: people who have potential to deal with the greater community should be affected by this
policy.
Jeanie: Brick training?
Jeanie: Public-facing staff?
MOTION
MOVED BY Julian, SECONDED BY Caroline
4. “BE IT RESOLVED THAT the document titled Operations Committee Policy Handbook be approved
as presented”
Julian: Idea is that we’ll continue working on it to have a workable and current version by the end of
the summer.
Pooja: Yes.
[motion passes]
Action items:
Pooja: will talk to Max about elections and constituencies, and will let Alan know of this decision.
Will also combine all working documents.
Next Meeting
The next scheduled meeting is TBD
Adjourn
There being no further business the meeting was adjourned at 5:00

 pm
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 Minutes of the AMS Operations Committee
October 12th, 2017

Attendance
Present: Pooja Bhatti, Bradley Balaton, Julian Diaz, Christopher Hakim, Bryan Starick, Scott
Pidzarko
Invited: Pooja Bhatti, Jeanie Malone, Bradley Balaton, Scott Pidzarko, Julian Diaz, Christopher
Hakim, Bryan Starick
Regrets: Jeanie Malone
Recording Secretary: Bryan Starick

Call to Order
The meeting was called to order at 3:01 pm

Approval of the agenda
Moved: Brad, Seconded: Julian

“BE IT RESOLVED THAT the agenda be adopted as presented”
PASSES

Top 3 Ops Comm Goals for the year:
1. Handbook/Policy
2. Departmental & Charity club policy
3. Clubs & Societies Working Group is considering new applications (52)

Agenda Items
1. SUB Expulsion Policy
Discussion of proposed changes (see google doc for changes).
Moved: Pooja, Seconded: Brad

“BIRT Ops Comm send the SUB Expulsion policy to AMS Council for approval”
PASSES
2. Nest Booking Consequences Policy
3. Club E lections
Moved: Bryan, Seconded: Scott

“BE IT RESOLVED THAT Operations Committee send the document titled “Club Elections” to
council for approval”
PASSES

Committee Motions
Moved: Bryan, Seconded: Brad

“BE IT RESOLVED THAT Operations Committee approve the following meeting minutes:
September 28th, 2017
PASSES

Next Meeting
The next scheduled meeting is Oct. 19

Adjourn
There being no further business the meeting was adjourned at 3:47 pm
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Minutes of the AMS Operations Committee
September 28th, 2017

Attendance
Present: Pooja Bhatti, Jeanie Malone, Bradley Balaton, Scott Pidzarko, Julian Diaz, Christopher
Hakim, Bryan Starick
Regrets: None

Recording Secretary: Bryan Starick

Call to Order
The meeting was called to order at

3:03 PM

 pm

Approval of the agenda
Moved: Brad, seconded: Scott

“BE IT RESOLVED THAT the agenda be adopted as presented”
PASSES

Agenda Items
1. Appointment of Vice Chair
Move: Jeanie,  Second: Julian
“BE IT RESOLVED THAT Bryan Starick be appointed as Operations Committee Vice Chair
effective immediately and ending at the last meeting of AMS Council”
PASSES
2. Appointment to Lighter Footprint Strategy Working Group

Move: Jeanie, Second: Brad

“BE IT RESOLVED THAT Julian be appointed to the Lighter Footprint Strategy Working Group
effective immediately and ending at the last meeting of AMS Council”
PASSES
To Note: Ops Comm is tied for Jeanie’s favorite Comm.
3. Building Ban
a. Guest: Shiloh (SASC) and Ken (HR)
TL:DR Council last year approved an update expulsion policy
Moved: Jeanie, Second: Brad, Third: Scott
“BIRT Operations committee go in camera.”
APPROVED
Ops Comm moves into Camera (approx. 3:20pm)
Ops Comm moves out of Camera (3:43pm)
Moved: Jeanie, Seconded: Julian
“BIRT Ops Comm approve the ban, as recommended in camera”
Note: refer to SASC and Building Ops files for ID of individual and case information.
APPROVED
Ops comm expulsion policy was discussed, sent to building ops, HR for further consideration
and recommendation.
4. Recap of Summer
a. Media Protocol Policy
b. Club Elections
c. Postering Policy
d. Bookings policy
5. Plan for Fall 2017
2

a. Departmental clubs

Committee Motions
Moved: Julien, Seconded: Scott
“BE IT RESOLVED THAT the follow C&S Working Group meeting minutes be approved as
presented (as long as Pooja fixes the titles and the agendas):
July 10th, 2017
August 17th, 2017
September 7th, 2017”
PASSES

Next Meeting
The next scheduled meeting is October 5th, 2017

Adjourn
There being no further business the meeting was adjourned at

4:00

 pm
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THE AMS OF UBC VANCOUVER

Minutes of the AMS Operations Committee
November 2nd, 2017

Attendance
Present: Julian, Chris, Jeanie, Bryan, Pooja
Regrets: Scott
Recording Secretary: Bryan

Call to Order
The meeting was called to order at 3:10 pm

Approval of the agenda
Moved:Julian, Seconded: Chris

“BE IT RESOLVED THAT the agenda be adopted as presented”
PASSES

Agenda Items
1. Club Complaint
Motion to go in Camera @ 3:12pm
1st jeanie, 2nd julian, 3rd Chris
PASSES
Moved out of camera at 3:41pm
Pooja will work with HR to email those involved with in camera discussion.
Ops comm decides to write new policy outlining what club minimums for Hiring/Firing policy
will be. Otherwise clubs will follow a blanket Ops Comm policy in the event of hiring/firing.
Who hires, approves, fires, elected vs. hired, mediation/conflict res/reprimand.

2. Sub Expulsion - Policy I7
I7 and Ops Comm’s SUB expulsion policy are confusing with regard to level of legal document.
Replace I7 with the new SUB Expulsion policy.

Committee Motions
Moved: Chris, Seconded: Julian

“BE IT RESOLVED THAT Operations Committee approve the following meeting minutes:
October 19th, 2017
PASSES

Next Meeting
The next scheduled meeting is

Adjourn
There being no further business the meeting was adjourned at 3:56 pm
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THE AMS OF UBC VANCOUVER

Minutes of the AMS Operations Committee
November 23rd, 2017

Attendance
Present: Pooja, Julian, Brad, Scott, Bryan, Kevin Doering (BOG), Jeanie, Chris
Regrets:
Recording Secretary: Bryan

Call to Order
The meeting was called to order at 3:09 pm

Approval of the agenda
Moved: Brad , Seconded: Scott

“BE IT RESOLVED THAT the agenda be adopted as presented”
PASSES

Agenda Items
1. I- 7 Revisited - adjustments as per Kevin’s advice
a. next - goes to lawyers
2. Booking Consequences
a. Tabled
3. Volunteer hiring/firing: what direction?
a. Action - Pooja comes back with a rough draft.
i.
Want to include steps for hiring/firing volunteers (non-elected).
ii.
Refer to some various constituency/hiring of AMS practices
iii.
May need to get Ken to look at it?

Committee Motions
Moved: Brad, Seconded: Scott

“BE IT RESOLVED THAT Operations Committee approve the following meeting minutes:

November 16th, 2017
PASSES

Next Meeting
The next scheduled meeting is next term.

Adjourn
There being no further business the meeting was adjourned at 3:48pm
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